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ABSTRACT  

 

The cooperative relationship between the developer of flats ( Sunpremira condotel and apartment Yogyakarta) and the property 

marketing consultant is based on an agreement  which set forth in the form of a written agreement. To ensure legal certainty and 

secure the interests of business actors and buyers from the possibility of default from the parties concerned, it is necessary to have 

guidelines for binding agreements for the sale and purchase of flats. The object of the agreement in this case is 61 Condotel Units  

which owned by PT. Sunindo Primaland as the developer ordered by PT. Royal Premier International as a property marketing 

consulting company/buyer.The problem is how the agreement binding sale and purchase  condotel collectively between property 

marketing consultant PT. Royal Premier International vs PT Sunindo Primaland. Problems and legal consequences of what arises 

due to The Binding Agreement of the sale and purchase and how the process of settlement of cases between PT. Sunindo Primaland 

against PT. Royal Premier International. The purpose is to describe the rights and obligations that are balanced between the two 

parties in the legal agreement in the agreement binding sale and purchase of flats units collectively and what the legal 

consequences if one party defaults. The research method used by the author in this study is a normative juridical law research 

method. The conclusion in this study is a binding agreement of collective sale and purchase between PT. Sunindo Primaland with 

PT. Royal Premier International.The agreement binding sale and purchase   is not run by PT. Royal Premier International. PT. 

Sunindo Primaland (holding company of Sunpremira  Condotel and Apartment Yogyakarta)  as The First Party to be harmed filed 

a civil lawsuit for default committed by PT. Royal Premier international. Decision of the Central Jakarta District Court decision 

Number: 197 / PDT.G/2016/PN.JKT.PST stated that the defendant PT. Royal Premier international has been legally and 

conclusively proven to have committed default. So that the cooperation between the First party and The Second Party is declared 

null and void and has no binding legal force. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Property marketing consultant PT.Royal Premier International is a company engaged in property marketing that specializes in 

managing property investment projects in collaboration with  the third parties to generate mutual benefits. In order for the activity 

to go smoothly and in accordance with the established legal norms, an agreement needs to be made so that a desire is achieved 

between the two parties.Such as a sale and purchase agreement or lease between the parties with the property marketing consultant. 

In this case, an agreement is urgently needed between the two parties in order to carry out obligations in accordance with the agreed 

rights. Juridically the meaning of the agreement is set out in the third book about the law of obligation/ engagement.The definition 

of an agreement according to Article 1313 of the Civil Code is: 

 

“An act by which one or more persons bind themselves to one or more persons.” 

 

According to Prof. Subekti, S.H in the law of treaties, explains that a treaty is : 

 

“An event in which one person makes a promise to another or in which two people promise each othe forr something.” 

 

In Article 1320 of the Civil Code states there are 4 terms of validity of the agreement are : 

(1) agree those who bind themselves 

(2) ability to make an engagement 

(3) a certain thing 

(4) a lawful cause 

 

The first two conditions are called subjective conditions, because it is about the people or subjects who entered into the agreement 

,while the last two conditions are called objective conditions because it is about the agreement itself by the object of the legal act 

carried out. 

 

The agreement is a very important aspect to carry out business activities both carried out between individuals and companies. 

The agreements were born of course with an agreement between the two parties, to facilitate in terms of fulfilling the rights that 

have been agreed and agreed upon jointly so that no problems will arise in the future. 

 

In the sale and purchase agreement, the parties must fulfill the agreement in accordance with the provisions contained in the deed 

of agreement, if an agreement does not meet the subjective requirements, the agreement can be canceled. Whereas, if an agreement 

does not meet the objective conditions, the agreement is null and void. 
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In research related to The Binding Agreement of buying and selling Condotel collectively conducted between PT. Sunindo 

Primaland with PT. Royal Premier International is an agreement that one of them regulates the rights and obligations that have 

been mutually agreed upon and the existence of problems that in its implementation was not executed by PT. Royal Premier 

International. PT. Sunindo Primaland as the First party to be harmed filed a civil lawsuit for default committed by PT. Royal 

Premier international whose verdict stated that the defendant PT. Royal Premier international has been legally and conclusively 

proven to have committed default. 

 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The formulation of the problem is in the form of a formulation in the form of sentences that are not too long and are statements. 

From the above background then formulate some problems as follows : 

 

A. How the agreement binding sale and purchase condotel collectively between property marketing consultant PT. Royal Premier 

International with property owners? 

 

The Binding Agreement for the special sale and purchase of 61 units of Sunpremira Condotel 3rd floor was made on Wednesday, 

July 04, 2012 in Jakarta by and between PT Sunindo Primaland as the First party and PT Royal Premier International as the second 

party. 

 

The First party is a developer and property owner for The Sun Premira Condotel Yogyakarta Project who is responsible for the 

construction and operation of Sun Premira Condotel Yogyakarta. The second party states that the second party is a company 

engaged in property marketing consultants who are specialized in managing property investment projects in cooperation with third 

parties to generate mutual benefits for all partners of the second party. The second party intends to collectively purchase 61 units 

on the 3rd floor of The Sun Premira Condotel Yogyakarta owned by the First party as the developer, which will then be resold to 

third parties with special programs and benefits from the second party.Legal relationship between PT. Royal Premier International 

and the developer in cooperation are located in a collective bargaining agreement. In the agreement where it is determined, among 

others, regarding :the identity of the parties concerned; the scope of the agreement; the object and the purchase price of the Condotel 

Unit; the term of the agreement ;the rights and obligations of the parties; payment procedures; confidentiality; Force Majeure; 

transfer of Rights and obligations; Dispute Resolution; and others.  

 

The rights and obligations of the First party are as follows 

 

1. Carry out development according to the agreed development period until the handover. 

2. Obliged to process sales administration and related administration to third-party buyers submitted by the second party starting 

from the administrative process of PPJB, AJB and other letters or documents related to property sales and purchase transactions. 

3. Appoint 1 (one) person in charge of implementing to help provide project information and show units to potential investors or 

buyers during the purchase period. 

4. Obligated to support the socialization of the sale of property units by preparing official representatives for the gathering of 

investors or buyers. 

5. Prepare standard product brochures, market, show units in Jakarta and Yogyakarta. 

6. The First party is not involved and is not responsible for any promotional packages and special benefits offered by the second 

party and third parties as buyers/ bookers. 

7. Entitled to monthly payment by the second party is given in the form of Bilyet Giro for 24 (twenty four) months or 24 (twenty 

four) giro sheets during the term of the agreement with nominal and payment stages in accordance with one of the articles of 

the agreement. 

 

The rights and obligations of the second party are as follows : 

 

1. The second party is responsible for the payment of the purchase of 61 (Sixty One) units on the 3rd floor of Sun Premira 

Condotel Yogyakarta to the First party in accordance with the provisions of one of the Articles of agreement. 

2. The second party is fully responsible for all unit sales transactions to the third party as the buyer/ buyer according to the 

method and scheme of payment and benefits determined by the second party. 

3. The second party is fully responsible  to the third party as the Booker/ buyer in terms of providing promotions and special 

benefits offered by the second party for the purchase of 61 units of Sun Premira Condotel. 

4. Payment of the value of the property from the third-party buyer is made directly to the account of the second party and can 

begin from the moment this agreement is signed. 

5. The second party is responsible for the gradual payment of funds received from the third party as the buyer/ buyer until 

repayment. 

 

Agreement between the property marketing consultant and the property owner/ developer marked by the signing of the agreement, 

in this case the property marketing  company holds a copy of the agreement that has been signed by the property marketing  

company and the property owner concerned. This is a form of responsibility for the implementation of the property marketing 

consulting company Agreement. So the legal relationship that occurs between the property marketing consulting company and the 

property owner is only limited to a written agreement that has been agreed. 
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The many variations of marketing programs from the second party that provide the lure of various purchase models that promise 

a kind of investment,lucrative profit sharing schemes and with luxury car prizes, travel abroad, so many buy condotel units as third 

parties (buyer parties).The second party and the third party enter into a written contract/ agreement by default. 

 

The purpose of making a written agreement is to provide legal certainty for the parties and as evidence, when disputes arise in the 

future. The written agreement describes the rights and obligations between the two parties in the legal agreement in the agreement 

binding sale and purchase unit flats (Condotel) collectively and what the legal consequences if one party defaults. 

 

B. What is the solution if in the agreement between the property marketing consultant PT. Royal Premier International with 

property owners occurred default? 

 

Binding agreement of sale and purchase collectively conducted between PT. Sunindo Primaland with PT. Royal Premier 

International is an agreement that one of them regulates the rights and obligations that have been agreed upon is not executed by 

PT. Royal Premier International. Thus PT. Sunindo Primaland as the First party to be harmed filed a civil lawsuit for default 

committed by PT. Royal Premier International 

 

The default act of the second party is as follows, 

 

1. The second party has not paid the installments that are its obligations, then the First party tries to contact and ask the second 

party when the next installment is paid, but the second party replies that it is in financial difficulty and asks for renegotiation, 

while the First party objects. 

2. The First party always pursues and collects installments that increasingly accumulate value over time, so the First party sends 

its legal representative to meet the second party for mediation, on the occasion the second party states that it is no longer able 

to continue the installment payment to the First party, because basically the second party and the company turned out to be 

no longer operating. 

3. Time is running and more than 24 (twenty-four) months, the second party no longer attempts to carry out its obligations, so 

the First party must bear the burden of greater material losses. 

 

Based on the facts mentioned above, it is appropriate according to the law of the second party declared default against the First 

party.As referred to Article 1243 jo. Article 1234 of the Criminal Code, which reads as follows : 

 

Article 1234 Of The Civil Code 

 

"Reimbursement of costs, losses, and interest due to non-fulfillment of an engagement, only then begins to be required, if the 

debtor, after being declared negligent in fulfilling his bond, still neglects it, or if something that must be given or made, can only 

be given or made within the time period that has been exceeded” 

 

Article 1235 Of The Civil Code 

 

"Every engagement is to give something, to do something, or not to do something.” 

 

That even with other arguments, the second party can be categorized as a breach of promise to the First party, not fulfilling the 

obligations agreed in the agreement, as stated in one of the articles of the agreement on the rights and obligations of the second 

party, then there is sufficient evidence that the second party has broken the promise, and is eligible according to the law declared 

as a default, can no longer fulfill the obligation to pay the Condotel purchase installments, according to the agreement that has 

been made and signed in the agreement. 

 

The settlement process is as follows : 

 

1. From the First party filed a lawsuit Wanprestast and cancellation of the agreement binding sale and purchase Condotel 

collectively . 

2. Made a letter of agreement with the second party and the third party is to reduce the greater losses that must be borne by the 

First party and the third party, then in good faith together between the First party and the third party has been held meetings 

and deliberations, until finally have agreed together to make and sign a letter of mutual agreement(Settlement Agreement). 

3. Follow up the letter of collective agreement, in accordance with the decision of the Central Jakarta District Court Number 

:197/PDT.G/2016/PN.JKT.PST, as the District Court has declared that PT Royal Premier International has committed an act 

of default, it states that the cooperation between the First party and the second party and the second party and the third party 

is null and void and has no binding legal force. 

4. Agreement with PT.Royal Premier International null and void, then the third party (as the buyer Exs  PT.Royal Premier 

International) then bind the agreement with PT Sunindo Primaland as Unit Owner in PPJB to be upgraded to Strata Tittle 

and AJB. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Based on the description that the author has described on the subject above can be concluded as follows : 

 

1. The formation of an agreement is needed agreement between the two parties in order to carry out obligations in accordance 

with the agreed rights. Juridically the notion of covenant is regulated in the third book on alliances. Definition of an agreement 

according to Article 1313 of the Civil Code and in Article 1320 of the Civil Code .The Binding Agreement for the sale and 

purchase of apartment units is in order to realize the guarantee of legal certainty and to provide legal certainty for the parties 

and as evidence, when disputes arise in the future. This PPJB describes the rights and obligations that are balanced between 

the two parties in the legal agreement in the agreement binding sale and purchase of flats units collectively and the legal 

consequences if one party defaults. 

 

2. Agreement binding sale and purchase Condotel units collectively conducted between PT. Sunindo Primaland with PT. Royal 

Premier international is an agreement that one of them regulates the rights and obligations that have been agreed upon is not 

executed by PT. Royal Premier International. Thus PT. Sunindo Primaland as the First party to be harmed filed a civil lawsuit 

for default committed by PT. Royal Premier international whose verdict stated that the defendant PT. Royal Premier 

international is legally and convincingly proven to have committed default, thus stating that the cooperation between the 

First party and the second party and the second party with the third party is declared null and void and has no binding legal 

force. And for the settlement of the problem is done by first resolving outside the court / mediation in this case by deliberation 

for the common good. But because the settlement of the problem by deliberation failed to be done, the settlement of the 

dispute continues to be resolved in court, namely by filing a default lawsuit and by signing a collective agreement between 

the First party and the third party ( as the buyer of Exs PT. Royal Premier International). 

 

SUGGESTIONS 

 

Suggestions that can be submitted based on the problems discussed above are as follows : 

 

1. As a Developer company, you should be more careful and more selective in choosing cooperation partners, especially with 

Property Marketing Consultants and property agents, although there is a binding agreement, but in its implementation it must 

be monitored regarding the provision of promotions and special benefits that will be offered by the property agent or 

marketing consultant for the purchase of condotel units, and also the record and profile of the second party. 

2. As a consumer or buyer, it is expected to be more careful when deciding to buy a property through a property agent ,Property 

Marketing Consultant if in the offer there is a very special promotion and special benefits, and more critical before signing 

the binding purchase and sale agreement contained in the apartment/Condotel booking letter, by studying the clauses listed 

so as not to harm consumers in the future. 
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